
 
 

Association for promoting of human potential and creative development - Prism  

 

OPEN CALL FOR ARTISTS   
 

-Sketchbook Station- 
Art from heart to heart 

 

open from 28th of March till 7th of April 2017 

 

 

Competition goal 

 

Sketchbook Station is a project developed to connect visual artists from different European 

countries by having a sketchbook map traveling from one artist to another. In the sketchbook 

artists makes a drawing or a painting by the technique of his choice. Along with the finished 

drawing/painting the author sends the whole sketchbook map to an address of the next 

participant. The Sketchbook map has its creative journey start and finish in Croatia. The 

project's finale is the opening of the international exhibition of the project artworks. The 

exhibition is planned in several galleries and exhibit places in Croatia. 

 

 

How to apply: 

 

-     Fill the application form: http://bit.ly/2o8Ou6A 

- prepare CV and visual documentation of previous works (portfolio) 

- Applicants should attach minimum five to maximum ten artworks, add a brief 

description of each work (1-5 photos of each work allowed) 

- Send CV & portfolio here: sketchbook@udrugaprizma.hr Paintings, drawings, prints, 

sculpture, installation, photography, new media, etc. send as photo document  

- The application form and CV should be filled out and sent in English 

- Applications are possible only through the online form on 

www.sketchbookstation.com  

- The deadline for applications is 7th of April, 2017., including. 

- The date of the declaration of selected authors is 11th April 2017. 

- Right to participate have visual artists from Republic of Croatia and other European 

countries. 

 

Selection: 

 

The jury will choose artists to participate in the project who will receive Sketchbook Station 

map to their address. The result of the competition will be found on the project website.  

The selected participants will get an email with further instruction. Incomplete, late, or 

incorrectly filled out applications will not be considered. No limitations on theme or 

technique (drawing, painting, graphics, collage etc.). Technique of work should not damage 

other works or Sketchbook Station map.  

 

http://bit.ly/2o8Ou6A
mailto:sketchbook@udrugaprizma.hr
http://www.sketchbookstation.com/


 

Application and participating in the project is free. If selected as the participant, the author 

covers the costs of shipment of the Sketchbook Station map to the address of a next 

participant. The organizer will cover the costs of the project and artist’s promotion, exhibition 

and publications in terms of the possibilities of the organizer. 

 

 

 

Terms and conditions 

 

The author does not claim ownership of the work that was created as part of the 

Sketchbook Station project. The author agrees that his works can be exposed, published 

and promoted as a part of the Prism association work. Association Prism retains all rights 

to the authors work made in Sketchbook Station map as a project part.  

Association Prism is committed to promote authors and their work through social media 

and the project website. 

 

 

 

For further contest related questions contact us here:  

info@udrugaprizma.hr 

sketchbook@udrugaprizma.hr 

 

 

We look forward to your participation! :) 
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